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"The perfect guide for a course correction in life" (Deepak Chopra) that teaches us how to enjoy
a deeper, more meaningful relationship with the spiritual in our present troubled times.Drawing
on his experiences as a former priest, Watts skillfully explains how the intuition of Eastern religion
—Zen Buddhism, in particular—can be incorporated into the doctrines of Western Christianity,
offering a timeless argument for the place of mystical religion in today’s world.
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EDITIONThis book was written twenty-five years ago, during the experiment of trying to immerse
myself in Christianity—to the extent of being a priest of the Anglican Communion, Episcopal
Chaplain at Northwestern University, and an examining chaplain for candidates for holy orders in
the Diocese of Chicago. Prior to this experiment, indeed since the age of fifteen, my outlook had
been Buddhist rather than Christian even though I had been schooled in the heart of the Church
of England and had learned a version of Christianity which was not that of this book. In
adolescence I had rejected it, but as time went on the study of comparative religion and
Christian mysticism suggested a way in which I might operate through the forms and in the terms
of the official religion of Western culture. I did not want to be an eccentric outsider, and felt that
Catholic Christianity might be taught and practised as a form of that perennial philosophy which
is the gold within the sectarian dross of every great religion.I still believe that this experiment had
validity, and I have consented to the republication of Behold the Spirit with the thought that it may
prove useful to the many Catholic and Protestant theologians who are now revolutionary enough
to understand it. For it speaks to their condition in their own language—more so, perhaps, than
my later theological essays, The Supreme Identity (1950), Myth and Ritual in Christianity (1953),
and Beyond Theology (1964), which last represents my present way of thinking within this
context.Even twenty-five years ago this experiment had some success. I did not pursue it for the
purely personal reason that my bohemian style of life did not fit well with the clerical stereotype,
and because even then I was ill at ease with the commitment to spiritual imperialism which most
Christians feel to be the sine qua non of being Christian, as if one could not be a true Christian
without being a militant missionary. But then, and more than ever today, there were both clergy
and laity who hungered for a mystical approach to Christianity, concerned with the non-verbal
spiritual experience of the divine rather than mere doctrine and precept. Yet now, as then, the
Church is still overwhelmingly didactic and verbose, both as it faces God and as it faces the
world. Its liturgies consist almost entirely of telling God what to do and the people how to behave.
By rationalizing the Mass and celebrating it in the vernacular instead of Latin, even the Roman
Church has made the liturgy an occasion for filling one’s head with thoughts, aspirations,
considerations and resolutions, so that it is almost impossible to use the Mass as a support for
pure contemplation, free from discursive chatter in the skull.Today, the idea of the mystical finds



greater acceptance, both within and outside the Church, than in 1946. A vast and well-informed
literature on the subject has made it clear that “mysticism” is not a collective term for such
spookeries as levitation, astrology, telekinesis, and projection of the astral body. Theologians
can no longer dismiss or distort the mystical teachings of either East or West without revealing
plain lack of scholarship. Scientists—now familiar with field theory, ecological dynamics and the
transactional nature of perception—can no longer see man as the independent observer of an
alien and rigidly mechanical world of separate objects. The clearly mystical sensation of self-and-
universe, or organism-and-environment, as a unified field or process seems to fit the facts. The
sensation of man as an island-ego in a hostile, stupid or indifferent universe seems more of a
dangerous hallucination.At the same time it is less and less plausible to conceive God in the
thought-graven image of a transcendental monarch modelled on the Pharaohs and Cyruses. But
the dissolution of this idol need not leave us with no other alternative than the insipid humanism
suggested by “death of God” and “religionless Christianity” theologians. The God of mystical
experience may not be the ethically obstreperous and precisely defined autocrat beloved of
religious authoritarians; but as an experience, not concept, as vividly real as indefinable, this
God does not violate the intellectual conscience, the aesthetic imagination, or the religious
intuition. A Christianity which is not basically mystical must become either a political ideology or
a mindless fundamentalism. This is, indeed, already happening, and it is curious to note that, for
lack of the mystical element, both trends fall back on the Bible as their basic inspiration—and it
has always struck me that Biblical idolatry is one of the most depressing and sterile fixations of
the religious mind.We now know beyond doubt that large and widely scattered numbers of
otherwise sane and sober people have had experiences of “cosmic consciousness” in which the
sense of life becomes perfectly clear. The antagonisms of good and evil, life and death, being
and nothing, self and other are felt as the poles or undulations of a single, eternal and
harmonious energy—exuding a sense of joy and love. The feeling may be purely subjective and
without reference to “external reality” (as if “external” could be independent of “internal”), but it
comes upon us with the same startling independence of wishing and willing as a flash of
lightning. Debates as to whether this vision is or is not “true” seem as pointless as asking
whether my sensation of green is just the same as yours. But the vision is not pointless because,
when seen, it is obviously the whole point of life and, often enough, it transforms one’s way of
living.In our inevitably clumsy attempts to describe this vision it often seems necessary to say
that everything is God, that God alone is real, that a crumb is the whole universe, or that you and
God are one. At the same time, the experience is somehow a grace: it is given and cannot be
evoked by effort of will. In Behold the Spirit I was trying to show that the gift of the Incarnation, of
God becoming man (virgin-born, without human effort), implied and fulfilled itself in this
experience, and in this sense I quoted the saying of St. Athanasius that “God became man that
man might become God.” But I was pussyfooting, as is always the way with theologians when
they try to discuss the Christology of ordinary human beings as distinct from the Christology of
Jesus. For the Church’s habitual assumption, having the force of dogma, is that Jesus of



Nazareth was and is the only son of woman who was at the same time God. This Godhood is
extended to other people by “participation in the human nature of Jesus,” explained by the
tortuous Greek notion that human nature is a “real universal” or “substance” in which we all
share. When the person of God the Son assumed this nature, he assumed all our natures and
became mankind, leaving, however, the person (or ego) of each man distinct and separate from
his own divine person. In other words, God the Son was the person of the particular man Jesus.
He assumed the nature, but not the person, of such particular men as Peter, Paul, John and the
rest of us.Looking back on this pussyfooting I find it somewhat less than a gospel—a
tremendous proclamation of good news. I now find it easier to assume that Jesus was a man like
ourselves who had a spontaneous (i.e., virgin-born) and overwhelming experience of cosmic
consciousness in which it became completely clear to him that “I and the Father are one” and
that “before Abraham was, I am.” But it was as tactless to say this in terms of Jewish theology as
it still remains to say it in terms of Christian. Jesus had to hedge by identifying himself as the Son
of Man, the Suffering Servant—or spiritual messiah—of Isaiah II. It would have been outrageous
and criminal blasphemy to come right out and say, “I am God”—assuming the throne of the
Cyrus of the universe. But, if we are to believe the Gospel of St. John, conviction got the better of
tact—for in all those “I am” passages he came out with the simple truth of his experience and
was crucified for blasphemy.The Gospel was that “in my Father’s house are many mansions,”
that his disciples would all be one even as he and the Father were one, and thus perform even
greater works than he. It is not easy for the pious Christian to realize that Jesus was not an
expert on the history of religion, and had probably never met anyone whose mystical vision was
as deep as his own. The only religious language available to him was that of the legal and
prophetic Hebrew scriptures which, with their image of God as the King-Father, do not easily
lend themselves to a mystical interpretation. Jewish mystics—the Kabbalists and the Hasidim—
have always had to read the scriptures as complex allegories in order to go beyond their literal
sense. Therefore Jesus had difficulty in saying what he felt, not only because it was officially
blasphemous, but also because it made no sense to say that he was consciously and personally
ruling and causing every detail of the universe, and attending to all prayers from everywhere.
Thus on the one hand he could say, “I am the way, the truth, and the life,” and on the other, “Why
do you call me good? There is none good but God.” But such problems do not arise for those
whose image or non-image of God is not monarchical.The Gospel must therefore be the
communication of Jesus’ own experience of Godhood. Otherwise Christians put themselves in
the absurd situation of reproaching themselves for not following the example of one who had the
unique advantage of being God or, at the very least, “the Boss’s son.” It is thus that the “saving
truth” of the Gospel appears, not as Jesus’ experience of Godhood, but as his punishment for
proclaiming it, and that sanctity in the following of Christ is chiefly measured by the degree of
guiltiness felt in failing to come up to his example. Christians dare not believe that, as St. John
says, they have been given power “to become the sons of God,” remembering that the
expression “sons of” means “of the nature of.” The dubious uniqueness of the monarchical



religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) is that they overstress the difference between Creator
and creature and, by making virtues of feeling guilty and frightened, inculcate a very special
terror of death—which Jesus saw as a source of life. Is it really such a profound theological
paradox to be trying at once to “be not anxious” and to “work out your salvation with fear and
trembling”? To substitute the fear of God for the fear of the world is to exchange a finite terror for
one that is infinite—for the terror of everlasting damnation. As an inheritor of the monarchical
tradition, Jesus recognized this terror, for would not the Court of Heaven also have dungeons?
But he saw the possibility of overcoming it in his and our realization of divine sonship—that is, in
mystical experience. Lacking such experience, religion is only a futile straining to follow a way of
life for which one has neither the power nor the grace, and there is no power in a merely
theoretical grace which one has allegedly been given but does not feel.From this point of view it
would seem that the Church has rendered the Gospel ineffective by setting Jesus on a pedestal
of excessive reverence and making him so unique that he is virtually isolated from the human
condition. By setting itself apart from the world-wide traditions of mystical religion Christianity
appears, not as unique, but as an anomalous oddity with imperious claims. Thus the religion of
Jesus became the religion about Jesus, lost its essence, and appeared more and more to be
ridiculously aggressive as the context of world religion came into view. How can there be “one
flock, one fold, and one Shepherd” unless it is recognized that there are already “other sheep
who are not of this fold”?As might have been expected, Behold the Spirit was criticized for its
creeping pantheism—a point of view which, in its many forms, is so repugnant to religious
monarchists that simply to be named a pantheist is enough to have one’s case excluded from an
intelligent hearing. I am no longer concerned to defend myself against the charge of pantheism
because, from my present point of view, all doctrines of God—including atheism—are ultimately
false and idolatrous, because doctrines are forms of words which can never be more than
pointers to mystical vision, and not by any means the best pointers. At most I feel that some sort
of pantheism is the least inconsistent with that vision, and by pantheism (or panentheism) I
mean the conception of God as the total energy-field of the universe, including both its positive
and negative aspects, and in which every discernible part or process is a sort of microcosm or
hologram. That is to say, the whole is expressed in or implied by every part, as is the brain in
each one of its cells. This view strikes me as cleaner and simpler than
monotheism.Theoretically, pantheism may blur or confuse the distinction between good and evil,
but where is the evidence to show that monotheists are better behaved than pantheists—and by
whose standards? Moral principles and sanctions are weakened when absolutized, for much the
same reasons that respect for law is diminished by judicial torture and frantic punishment for
crime. Metaphysically and intellectually, solutions to the problem of evil require far more tortuous
conceptualization for monotheists than for pantheists. Furthermore, the notion that any identity of
Creator and creature makes a fundamental “I-Thou” relationship of love between the two
impossible is untenable for any believer in the Holy Trinity. How, then, could there be mutual love
between God the Father and God the Son, since both, though different, are yet one God? And



the objection that the pantheist conception of God is too vague and impersonal to inspire
devotion or grace could be to the point if it were no more than a conception, but is groundless if
held against the vision which the concept merely represents. Inspiring and worshipful as the
character of Jesus may be, it was not what inspired Jesus himself, for he was what he was
because he knew of himself that “I and the Father are one,” and not—obviously—because he
had accepted Jesus as his Saviour. But, from the beginning, institutional Christianity has hardly
contemplated the possibility that the consciousness of Jesus might be the consciousness of the
Christian, that the whole point of the Gospel is that everyone may experience union with God in
the same way and to the same degree as Jesus himself. On the contrary, one who says, with
Eckhart, that “the eye with which I see God is the same eye with which God sees me” is
condemned as a heretic.Small wonder, for the immediate following of Jesus was Jewish and it
was as difficult for them as for him to reconcile mystical experience with Biblical monotheism.
Instead of following him they worshipped him, for they still felt that—for anyone except Jesus—it
would be pride, presumption, and insubordination for a mere creature to be one with the Creator.
For monotheism can allow only the devotional (bhakti) style of mysticism, where Creator and
creature find union in intense mutual love, never in basic identity. In the context of monarchical
monotheism to say, “I am God,” doesn’t seem to carry the implication, “And so are you,” because
it has the same ring as saying, “I’m the boss around here.” Within this context the mystic is
always in danger of that spiritual megalomania which Jung called “psychic inflation” in which one
takes one’s ego for God instead of God for one’s ego—and Christianity has manoeuvred Jesus
into just that position. It is thus that the individual Christian frustrates himself perpetually, always
finding himself guilty for not living up to the example of one who had the unique advantage of
being God incarnate, and who was by definition incapable of being guilty.The question then
arises: Can Christianity abandon the monarchical image of God and still be Christianity? Why
should this be of concern? For which is more important—to be a Christian or to be at one with
God? Must religion be Christian, Islamic or Hindu, or could it simply be religion? Certainly there
must be the same variety of style in religion as there is in culture, but the concern to preserve,
validate and propagate Christianity as such is a disastrous confusion of religious style with
religion. Indeed, this sectarian fanaticism (shared alike by Judaism and Islam) is all of a piece
with the monarchical image and its necessary imperialism. Even such scholarly theologians as
Maritain and Zaehner keep up this pitiful game of spiritual one-upmanship in differentiating the
“natural” mysticism of Hindus and Buddhists from the “supernatural” mysticism of Christians, and
continue to damn other religions with faint praise. If Christianity cannot be Christianity without
pushing the claim to be the best of all possible religions, the world will breathe more freely when
it dissolves.The practical problem is, what are we going to do on Sunday mornings? How are
multitudes of ministers to continue their work? What is to be the use of Church buildings, funds,
and administrative machinery? Naturally, institutional Christianity will, in its present form,
continue to supply the demand which remains for a monarchical religion. But a considerable
number of ministers and even congregations—not to mention millions of reasonably intelligent



young people—realize that churches must “put up or shut up,” and that the chief business of
religious facilities and assemblies is to provide a social milieu for religious experience. This is no
mere matter of changing the externals—of having rock bands instead of organs and Kyrie
eleison set to jazz, nor even of turning churches into social service centers with the idea that this
would be practising Christianity seven days a week instead of just talking it on Sundays. Indeed,
one may well hope that monarchical Christianity will not be practised, even on Sundays, since
the dutiful spirit in which it dispenses charity breeds resentment in the giver and the receiver
alike, for when the one gives with reluctance the other receives with guilt. Ministers and their
congregations must instead consider what need there may be for churches as temples for
contemplation and meditation, stripped of the courthouse furniture of stalls, pews, pulpits,
lecterns and other equipment for throwing the Book at captive audiences. They must consider
also the need for retreat houses and religious communities, and for guidance and instruction in
the many forms of spiritual discipline which are conducive to mystical vision. They must further
consider whether, as things now stand, they are even able to offer such services—sorely
neglected as they have been in theological education. Obviously, if Christian groups cannot or
will not provide mystical religion, the work will be (and is already being) done by Hindus,
Buddhists, Sufis, unaffiliated gurus, and growth centers. Churchmen can no longer afford to
laugh these things off as cultish vagaries for goofy and esoteric minorities—as if any intensive
practice of religion had ever, anywhere at any time, been of interest to the majority of
people.This prompts me to say that I no longer set much store in the notion that we are about to
enter upon some great New Age of spiritual development, or in such theories of historical
epochs as were proposed by Joachim of Flora and Oswald Spengler. Fortunately, the
preoccupation with these ideas in the first chapter, “The Epoch of the Spirit,” is not essential to
the main argument of the book. I am not saying that some great resurgence of spiritual vitality
may not be coming upon us. The point is rather that such apocalyptic and messianic hopes for
the future distract from the mystic’s essential concern for the Eternal Now and encourage a
dependence upon the mere passage of time as a vehicle of grace and growth. The
concomitance of our perilous ecological crisis with the sudden expansion of mass-
communication technology does indeed suggest that the world is in an apocalyptic and even
eschatological situation, in a period of catastrophic revelation and imminent disaster. At times
when the future appears to be failing us it is only natural that there should be a resurgence of
religion and of interest in things eternal: it is our only recourse. It may amount to no more than
the superstitious comforts of fantasy and magic, or of shrieking in desperation to high heaven.
But, on the other hand, it may be something like the overwhelming sensation of release and
peace which occasionally comes to people facing death.For at such times there is no escaping
the fact that in the pursuit of happiness, power and righteousness the human ego, with all its will
and intelligence, has come to its wits’ end. Even the solaces of religious hope and belief seem
hollow—being no more than refined and fantastic forms of trying to save our carefully fabricated
personalities from coming to an end. But the personality is a phantom even less substantial than



the body, being an ephemeral work of art like a musical composition that dies away as it is
played. But when it comes to silence we hear another tune, for we are reduced to the guileless
simplicity of listening to what is—now. This is really all there is to contemplative mysticism—to
be aware without judgement or comment of what is actually happening at this moment, both
outside ourselves and within, listening even to our involuntary thoughts as if they were no more
than the sound of rain. This is possible only when it is clear that there is nothing else to do, and
no way on or back.Wait without thought, for you are not yet ready for thought:So the darkness
shall be light, and the stillness the dancing.For here, where there is neither past nor future, the
doors of perception are cleansed, and we see everything as it is—infinite.Of course, those who
have never let themselves be reduced to this simplicity will feel that it is an arid
oversimplification, that there must be much more than this—by way of doctrines, precepts and
practices—to an effective religious consciousness. Here, then, will be trotted out all the old
objections to the negativity of mystical ideas, to the dissolution of God our Father into the “divine
darkness” or “cloud of unknowing” of Western mystics, or the featureless Void of the Buddhists.
One can but reiterate the point that the mystic is negating only concepts and idols of God, and in
this way cleansing the doors of perception in the faith that, if God is real, he need not be sought
in any particular direction or conceived in any special way. To see the light, it is only necessary to
stop dreaming and open the eyes.ALAN WATTSSausalito, CaliforniaFebruary, 1971PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITIONThis book is addressed to Christians of every denomination, and more
especially to the thousands of thoughtful and sincere persons in the modern world who, though
deeply interested in religion, find themselves unable to accept Christianity in the forms in which
it is usually presented. It is not, however, a book of apologetics. It is written to introduce a
strangely and disastrously neglected subject—the meaning of Christian doctrine. For the great
majority of people, including even clergy and theologians of every school, confuse the meaning
of religion with its form, and when asked to explain the meaning give only a more detailed
exposition of the form.The form of Christianity consists of certain doctrines and precepts based
to a great extent on historical events. The meaning is God himself, the ultimate Reality, not as an
idea conceived but as a reality experienced. When apprehended by man this meaning is a state
of consciousness which might be called “the mind of Christ” in the sense of St. Paul’s words, “Let
this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus.” This is that mystical and nearly immediate
experience of God which, although ineffable and incapable of exact description, may be
explained sufficiently to give its traditional dogmatic and historic expressions much more clarity
and reality than they now convey to the modern mind. Without some apprehension of this
meaning, Christian doctrines are not actually intelligible at all, and must remain mere formulae
lacking real power to move the soul however ably their factual and historical truth may be
defended. Obviously facts are of little value to us until we know something of their significance,
and this lies not in the facts themselves but in the spiritual truths and principles, the eternal
nature of God, which they express.The reader, and especially the critic, should be warned
against trying to fit into any familiar pigeonhole the manner of interpretation which will be used.



This is not to be a “Gnostic” approach to Christianity which discounts its material, sacramental
and historical elements in favour of a “purely spiritual” religion, nor yet a Modernist approach
which discounts them in favour of a purely moral religion—if such may be called a religion at all.
The factual truth of Christian doctrine, the form of orthodoxy, will be accepted throughout as a
matter of course. The point is rather that whether this form be true or not, even a detailed and
well-advanced knowledge of the form is quite distinct from a knowledge of its meaning.This
meaning, of which a considerable part is still outside the realm of the ineffable, was discussed
and explained with some adequacy by Patristic writers, but receives such a minimum of
attention in modern religious teaching, preaching and theological education that it scarcely ever
reaches the general public. The study of Christian doctrine has come to the point where the
forest cannot be seen for the trees; the “first principles” in reference to which the entire complex
scheme has meaning are ignored or forgotten and Christianity will lack spiritual power until they
are restored, though, because of the nature of the historic process, this restoration will be more
than a reversion.A book of this size cannot attempt to conduct such an interpretation over the
whole field of Christian doctrine, and at the same time take into account the practical
applications of these doctrines when their meaning is understood. It has therefore been
necessary to concentrate mainly on the doctrine of the Incarnation, which is not only the most
fruitful for this purpose, but is also the central and characteristic tenet of the Christian religion.
Furthermore, the truth which lies behind the Incarnation is of the highest importance for a correct
understanding and practice of mystical religion, which, apart from that truth, is always in danger
of eccentricity. So far as I am aware, no modern writer on mystical religion has given the
Incarnation its proper and adequate place.It would be difficult to thank by name all the people
who have directly or indirectly been of help to me in preparing this book, for there have been so
many of them, and they have not always been aware that they were helping. But I do want to
express my indebtedness to the many students of Northwestern University who have so
pleasantly plagued me, hour after hour, with spiritual problems that had to be answered to the
satisfaction of young, very modern and often keenly penetrating minds; to the Reverend A. A.
Taliaferro, who read the manuscript and gave much time to an illuminating discussion of its
central themes; to Mr. Harry Lorin Binsse for most helpful and sympathetic criticism and for the
suggestion of a number of important corrections; and most of all to my wife who has not only
“put up with me” during the sometimes temperamental and always abstracted business of
writing, but also cheered me on and stayed up with me to the “wee small hours” when I needed
her help and advice in thinking out many of the problems that arose in the course of the
work.ALAN WATTSEvanston, IllinoisFebruary, 1947INTRODUCTIONIt is all too clear that our
age suffers from a vast hunger and impoverishment of the spirit which the organized Christian
religion, as we know it, rarely satisfies. It would be easy to blame the modern world for ignoring
Christianity, to condemn it for a merely perverse heathenism, if Church religion showed any
strong signs of spiritual life. The truth, however, is that with some very few and scattered
exceptions Church religion is spiritually dead, and the best minds of the Church admit and



deplore it openly. This is so obvious that there is no need to stress it except as a starting point for
constructive discussion. There is an abundance of rather unprofitable literature by both Christian
and non-Christian writers bewailing, grumbling or pointing scorn at the deadness of the Church
and the general decline of religion of whatever sort. For the most part the constructive side of
this literature is merely so much sermonizing and exhortation to “return” to the belief and practice
of certain things which the Church knows well enough should be believed and practised but
cannot find the heart for them. “To will is present with me; but how to perform that which is good I
find not. For the good that I would I do not.”Outside and even within the Church, modern man is
therefore indifferent to religion as he knows it, and yet his nervous restlessness, his chronic
sense of frustration, his love of sensationalism as an escape, his fitful use of every substitute for
religion from state-worship to getting drunk, show that his soul still desires that release from
itself, that infusion of life and meaning through being possessed by a power greater than itself,
which is found perfectly in union with God alone. Man’s—modern man’s—need of religion has
been discussed and proved as much and more than the failure of Church religion to supply it.
The point needs no further stress, for quite apart from all the philosophical, sociological and
psychological arguments that have been put forward time after time, the fact that a creative and
relatively sane society must in some way or other be dominated by religion is fully proved by the
destructive and insane state of the first radically secular civilization in history—our own.But, lest
there be any misunderstanding, we do not mean that man and society require simply a code of
morals, whether freely accepted or enforced from above. Morals are a by-product of religion,
necessary as they are. For creativity and sanity man needs to have, or at least to feel, a
meaningful relation to and union with life, with reality itself. It is not enough that he be related to a
human group or a human ideal, for he knows that men and peoples die, and that beyond them is
a more permanent reality—the reality of the natural universe, and still beyond that the gods or
God. Religion must relate man to the root and ground of reality and life. Without this man cannot
feel that his life has any actual and objective meaning. Without this he feels that reality itself is an
inane vacuum, a chaos, in which he creates purely artificial and make-believe meanings out of
his own head. He feels too, however dimly, that the emptiness of reality will at last engulf his
make-believe, and that therefore to continue with it is mere postponement of ultimate frustration.
It is seldom, perhaps, that this is realized quite consciously. Absorbed in the creation of artificial
meanings it is possible, for a while, to forget reality, though the sense of futility remains as an
undertone of feeling breaking out into consciousness in times of crisis. At such times man knows
his need of religion; at others he only feels it as an unexplained void in the heart.The present low
ebb of Church religion consists in the fact that rarely, even for Church people, does it give the
soul any knowledge of union with the reality that underlies the universe. To put it in another way,
modern Church religion is little concerned with giving any consciousness of union with God. It is
not mystical religion, and for that reason it is not fully and essentially religion.The truth that
religion, to be of any use, must be mystical has always been denied by the seemingly large
number of people, including theologians, who do not know what mysticism is. They associate it



with ecstatic trances, with the solitary life of the hermit, with purely negative conceptions of God,
with keeping one’s mind perfectly blank for hours on end, with vague reasoning, with pantheism,
with a distaste for action and concrete, physical life, forgetting that all these things are the freaks
or aberrations of mystical religion and have nothing to do with its essence.1 Its essence is the
consciousness of union with God and this will only involve these freaks of negativism if God is
thought of as hostile to the world, and not as its loving creator.In almost any Church one cares to
choose there is and has long been an absolute minimum of the teaching and practice of mystical
religion. Even for intelligent congregations Church teaching and preaching is concerned almost
exclusively with a multitude of minor matters having mostly to do with the smaller points of
morality or, in liberal Protestant churches, with politics and vague ethical principles. One may go
even further and state that the whole atmosphere and attitude of modern Church religion
impresses the modern mind as having little or nothing to do with the Reality which controls and
causes our universe. Science has given to our age a most impressive view of this universe, and
this demands an equivalently wonderful and splendid conception of God together with an
appropriate manner of worship. In comparison with this view of the universe, which, without the
aid of religion, has so staggered man’s thought of God as to stop it, present-day Church religion
seems utterly paltry.Whereas Protestantism has largely degenerated from religion into moralism,
Catholicism2 retains certain essential elements of religion but expresses them in theological and
sacramental forms which are for the most part uncomprehended both within and without the
Church. As generally taught, Catholicism is a wonderfully interrelated system of doctrines and
practices without ultimate meaning. Even the more intelligent Catholics know a great deal about
their religion but little or nothing of it, because there is an immense confusion in their minds
between symbols and their significance. For example, it is one thing to believe in the Incarnation
as an historical event; it is another to understand, even intellectually, what it means, and still
another to experience that meaning in terms of everyday life and consciousness. But because
official Catholicism is little concerned either to explain or to experience the Incarnation and its
other dogmatic symbols, it resembles an algebraic formula of great intricacy, internal rationality
and even beauty, but with little indication of the realities to which its terms refer. Thus few
Catholics are even aware that there are spiritual realities behind the celestial and historical
events described in dogma, and fewer still experience those realities. The reasons for this will be
explained shortly.These defects of Church religion cannot be cured by mere surface alteration of
the methods of teaching and worship, because they are symptoms of a profound spiritual defect.
The repellent externals of modern Church life—organizational busy-ness, inadequate teaching,
excessive moralism, doctrinal obscurantism, lack of conviction, absence of reality, the very
disunity of the Church—all are rooted in the fact that the modern Christian has no sense of union
with God. Naturally, then, the Church has no spiritual power either for creative morality, for
speaking with the conviction that converts, for understanding the true meaning of doctrine and
dogma, and still less for building a Christian culture and social order to displace the barren
confusion of our present secular culture.We are well aware that many of the most prominent and



respected of our modern theologians and churchmen disagree profoundly with the view that the
Church can only be revived through mystical religion. Among the rank and file of clergy a voice
that proclaims this view is politely ignored, and treated as a messenger from the “lunatic fringe,”
as an extremist, an oversimplifier. It may be, as they say, that mysticism is not the essential
wellspring of religion. But it is at least an element, and an essential element, in that spring, and
because it is so singularly absent from modern Church religion quite a lot of overemphasis can
be afforded. The Church has always walked forward on extremes like a man on his two legs, and
you cannot walk by putting both legs forward at the same time.The other remedies of the
Church’s state that are proposed have two serious defects. The first is that they are superficial—
mere corrections of the external symptoms. The second is that they are panicky remedies of
human origin, fearful of the Church’s total collapse, bereft of faith in God and in the present
operation of his Holy Spirit. They have no vision of the God-controlled design of human history,
of the organic development of Christianity, and thus do not see that Christianity is about to begin
a stage in its growth that is not only necessary for the Church’s revival but also as nearly certain
as anything can be. Modern Christians are not used, however, to thinking in this way. They speak
of the Church as if it were a God-forsaken institution of purely human character which will
collapse and vanish from history if men do not do something about it. While this is not the place
to show the error of this view, we may simply note for the time being that the Fathers would have
found it contrary to the very essence of their doctrine of the Church and termed it plain heresy. In
contradiction to these sundry remedies and their two defects, it will be seen that mystical religion
is in no sense superficial, and that, so far from being a remedy humanly applied, mysticism has
its origin in God, in the action of the Holy Spirit.What do our more wide-awake churchmen
propose to do about the state of Christianity? Some would have the Church launch out boldly
into the field of “progressive” politics, and sacrifice every doctrinal difference for the sake of
Christian unity in a purely ethical bond; others would adapt the Church’s teaching rigorously to
modern thought, or provide for a more effective vocational training of the clergy, equipping them
with the tools of modern psychological science; yet others would have the Church increase in
numbers by any means possible and then dominate governments by pressure groups and
political chicanery; these are among the more superficial and tiresome proposals. Wiser heads
confine themselves to a few less flighty and more difficult demands. They ask for a ministry of
higher intellectual power, familiar with modern thought and skilled in apologetics; for a vigorous
campaign of instruction, explaining Christian belief in terms understandable to the modern mind;
for an improved worship as to the nature of which both Catholic and Protestant liturgical
reformers are in considerable agreement; and, more important than all, for saints, for Christians
of deep faith and moral heroism who will do more for God, for man, and for the Church than any
number of thinkers, teachers and liturgists.To be sure, saints of God are our primary need. What
might not another St. Francis or another John Wesley do for Church and society? But merely
ethical religions seldom produce saints. Sanctity is the fruit of faith, among other things, and we
cannot expect saints unless Christians believe so strongly in God that they are willing to give up



their lives for him. No movement, no individual, ever had power without some kind of creed,
something believed so intensely as to be worth dying for. Ethical principles do not inspire such
devotion, for the thing believed in must have far more reality than a mode of behaviour or an
abstract social system. It must be a person, a husband, wife or child that one loves, or a group of
persons, a society, or, more to be trusted than all these, the God who is reality itself. But, as we
have seen, modern Church religion has not great faith in God, and less still in Jesus Christ. In
practice, and often in theory, its belief in God is thin and vague, and is seldom taught and
proclaimed. Sermons about God are preached but rarely.We need, then, faith as well as sanctity,
and what are we going to do about it? As for faith, the Church has the richest store of literature
about the nature of God and the reasons for believing in him—the soundest and the most
intellectually respectable kind of reasons. And as for sanctity, the Church has centuries of
experience in spiritual disciplines, and teaches the loftiest morality in the clearest terms. Here
are all the techniques, and it remains simply to practise them. But we don’t. “To will is present
with me; but how to perform that which is good I find not.”The trouble is that we are still only
scratching the surface. Technique is not enough. Mere discipline is not enough. There are
dozens and dozens of plodding Christians, clergy and laity, who practise their spiritual exercises
every day—say their prayers, observe their times of meditation, repeat the Divine Office, make
their confessions, attend or celebrate Mass, and from time to time go on retreats. Others fling
themselves into social service and works of charity, giving all their time and wealth to the poor.
Yet somehow the fire of the Holy Spirit does not descend except once in a great while,
seemingly by the purest chance.And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor,and though I
give my body to be burned,and have not charity,it profiteth me nothing.In practising spiritual
disciplines as well as in trying to acquire faith, most of us are like monkeys. We do not
understand the saint’s inner state, and we are trying to attain it by the mere mimicry of its
outward signs. We copy his actions and ideas, but because they do not really mean anything to
us the task is an unproductive drudgery. For example, a monkey might, with some accuracy,
describe an orchestra as a collection of people who blow through metal and wooden tubes,
thump upon the skins of pigs, and scrape the entrails of dead cats with lengths of horsehair. We,
of course, can give a fuller and more intelligible description of the work and nature of an
orchestra because we understand its true meaning, which is music. But to a monkey music
means nothing; it is simply a succession of noises produced by blowing, thumping and scraping.
Yet because the monkey is envious of human accomplishments, he may readily be persuaded
(until bored) to imitate human actions that mean nothing to him, to go through the motions of
playing a trumpet or a violin with results far from meaningful and musical. A human being, too,
can learn and master all the techniques of music and yet never be an inspired musician.So too,
the moral splendour, the interior peace, and the spiritual power of saints and mystics are things
which millions of us would like to possess. But it avails nothing to ape the exterior actions or
even the interior ideas of such inspired persons unless we understand the meaning which these
ideas and actions express. Apart from knowledge and appreciation of this meaning, our efforts



to be like the great ones are so many attempts to produce the cause by the effect, to make the
tail wag the dog. Now the meaning which saint and mystic express in idea and action is God.
They think and act as they do because they are in a special way possessed by this life which is
God, somewhat as the heart and mind of a dancer are possessed by the music which he
interprets in bodily movement.The idea of God is itself no more than an interpretation of the
mysterious reality whereby the saint is moved and possessed; it is a life, a being, translated into
a form of thought as one might try to represent a colour by a shape, striving to interpret beauty of
tone by beauty of line. Such interpretations are the genesis of all religious doctrine, both
metaphysical and moral; they are the instruments and techniques for expressing the divine
meaning. But in the hands of so many persons they become like musical instruments in the
hands of monkeys; they lack all inner significance to those who use them and those who watch
them so used. The one hopes that this process of imitation will somehow make him a saint and a
possessor of eternal life, though he knows not the true nature of these ideals. The other stands
by in sheer bewilderment at so much activity without meaningful result.Christian faith and
practice have lost force because the enormous majority of Christians, both devout and nominal,
do not know what they mean. Let it be said at once that such knowledge is not a matter of mere
learning, of philosophical and theological acumen. Indeed, the theologian has often just as little
grasp of the meaning of his religion as anyone else. He knows ideas; he knows the relations
between these ideas; he knows the historical events—the story of Christ—upon which these
ideas are based. He knows the doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Virgin Birth, and the
Atonement and can describe them with accuracy. But because he does not know, or even
apprehend, what they mean, having no consciousness of union with God, his description of them
—while correct as far as it goes—is as uninformative and lacking in significance as the monkey’s
description of an orchestra.This theologian does not fail to grasp the meaning of his religion just
because he is a pure academician without interest in its practice. For his practice, as much as
his thought, is imitation. Monkey-fashion, he imitates the actions of the Fathers and the saints
along with their ideas, attributing the fact that he does not become a saint to not imitating hard
enough.What interests him, for instance, about the doctrine of the Virgin Birth of Christ is
whether and how it happened. These two questions are, however, much less important than why
it happened, than the discovery of what it means. For centuries theologians have wrangled and
armies have fought about what happens in the Mass—whether bread and wine can actually
become the Body and Blood of Christ and, if so, how. Yet if all that energy had been turned to the
discovery of what such a mystery might mean, what it reveals of the nature of God and of the
way to the knowledge of God, the history of Europe might have been written in a somewhat
happier strain.So long as the mind of man could accept the doctrines of the Church at their face
value, there seemed no urgent need of enquiring too deeply into their meaning. It was enough
that certain things were true, that certain miraculous events had happened; man could be
content to worship the wonderful, and the simple act of exposing and submitting himself to
various mental and ritual disciplines imparted a certain sanity to his life. For the monkey that



imitates man is not quite so much of a monkey as his brother in the purely natural state. But now
that the truth and historicity of the great dogmas have been called in question so seriously, it is
not enough to prove and affirm once more that, “These things happened.” Doubts have a
purpose, and by means of them we step backwards to take a better jump. And the modern
doubter, if he understands correctly the void in his heart, will now say, “Yes, you may prove to me
that these things are true—that there is a living God who became Man, born of a Virgin, who
died for our salvation, rose bodily from the dead, and ascended into heaven, from whence he
shall come to judge the living and the dead. But what then? What do all these events mean? I do
not want a set of strange, though true, ideas. I am not particularly interested in the assurance
that I, too, shall rise bodily from the dead, nor do I desire a code of conduct simply for its own
sake. I want God himself. I want my own life to be joined and made one for ever with the meaning
of all things. What connection has your complicated and admittedly picturesque religion with
that?”Today, in Church and out of Church, there are thousands of souls who realize in varying
degrees of clarity that what they want from religion is not a collection of doctrinal and ritual
symbols, nor a series of moral precepts. They want God himself, by whatever name he may be
called; they want to be filled with his creative life and power; they want some conscious
experience of being at one with Reality itself, so that their otherwise meaningless and ephemeral
lives may acquire an eternal significance. Hence the vogue for every kind of mystical and
pseudo-mystical cult from Neo-Hinduism for the highbrows to “Unity” for the lowbrows. They do
not and cannot be expected to know that the Church has in its possession, under lock and key
(or maybe the sheer weight of persons sitting on the lid), the purest gold of mystical religion. Still
less do they know that creed and sacrament are only fully intelligible in terms of the mystical life.
And they do not know these things because the stewards and teachers of the Church do not, for
the most part, know them either. For while holding officially that eternal life consists in the
knowledge of God—and in nothing else—churches of every kind are concerned with almost
everything but the knowledge of God. They are concerned with the grammar, the syntax, the
technique whereby the knowledge of God may be expressed. But what is the use of a mastery of
language when there is nothing to say, no meaning to express? What is the use of moral
principles without moral power and moral vision?Knowledge of God, the realization of one’s
union with God, in a word, mysticism, is necessary. It is not simply the flower of religion; it is the
very seed, lying in the flower as its fulfilment and preceding the root as its origin. There is no
“higher religion” without mysticism because there is no apprehension of the meaning of reality
without mysticism. It is the sine qua non—the must—the first and great commandment, “Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.” On this
hangs all the Law. On this all rules and techniques depend, and apart from it mean nothing.And
here is the problem. Mystical religion is not a technique, a remedy, that may be humanly applied.
It is the operation of the Holy Spirit. Mysticism is necessary; you must love God with your entire
being—but it cannot be achieved by imitation. There is no rule, no method, no formal technique
whatsoever that one may simply copy and attain the knowledge and love of God. One thing is



needful—is absolutely necessary—and yet we can never say, “Do this, and it will be yours.”
Despite the countless attempts, the innumerable claims, to do or have done this very thing, it
cannot be done. There are a million methods for expressing the knowledge and love of God, but
not one for attaining it. And yet the thing happens—God is known and God is loved.We can no
more find a method for knowing God than for making God, because the knowledge of God is
God himself dwelling in the soul. The most we can do is to prepare for his entry, to get out of his
way, to remove the barriers, for until God himself acts within us there is nothing positive that we
can do in this direction. We may, however, be certain that he will act—indeed, that he is already
acting—though we have difficulty in becoming aware of this action because we are always trying
to put imitations and substitutes of our own in its place. We fail to see through the window
because we are painting pictures on the glass. Nothing therefore can happen until we have given
up every method and contrivance for possessing God, in the faith that whether we feel it or not,
know it or not, God possesses us entirely and inescapably here and now.3 For there is no other
possession of God than to let oneself be possessed by God. Mysticism is an action in the
passive.For hundreds of years Western man has been convinced that he could ultimately solve
every one of his problems by doing something about it. It is a beneficial exercise in humility for
him to come up against a problem about which he can actually do nothing. Yet the problem has
to be solved. The situation would be maddening and impossible if that were all there is to it. But
that is not all, because, as we have seen, mystical knowledge is something given to the soul by
God, and there is a sense in which it is already being given to the soul—now and always. In this
same sense, God is the most obvious thing in the world, the most self-evident, and union with
God is the primary and most unavoidable reality of our lives. Yet God is so obvious and so
unavoidable and so close to us that we are not aware of him. To try to see God is like trying to
look at your own eyes, for he is nearer to us than we are to ourselves.This, however, is a truth
which the human mind can hardly accept or admit, because it is too proud and self-assertive
and lacks the grace to receive such a gift. Man is always trying to manufacture God, or a sense
of God, for himself and therefore ignores the one that is actually given, because there is no
credit to be gained in accepting a gift. And man feels guilty if he cannot pile up some credit to his
account. Nevertheless, this truth is the gospel, the good news, and the basic principle of
mystical religion. We do not have to seek for God; he is already here and now, and to seek for
him implies that he is not. We do not, in this sense, have to attain union with God; it is already
given as an act of the divine love. To try to attain it by our own efforts is to slight that love and,
again, to imply that the gift is not given. By the same principle, though this will require further
explanation, even the mystical consciousness of God is given now, whereas to seek for it by
some method or technique implies the contrary.4There is a second sense in which God acts
within the soul, though not at so deep a level as in the first sense. There are times in the lives of
individuals, of societies, and of the Church, when the Holy Spirit gives a greater capacity for the
realization of these spiritual gifts—a capacity which should not be confused with the gifts
themselves. Despite the fact that the immediate signs are unfavourable, from some viewpoints,



the general pattern of the history and development of the Western Church suggests most
strongly that the Church as a whole is close to a period when the capacity for mystical religion
will be increased to a hitherto unknown degree. Three factors seem to be combining to shape
the character of this period—the pressure of external events, the general laws of the growth and
development of organisms, and the interior movements of the Holy Spirit.5
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Benjamin Vineyard, “An invigorating, thought provoking read about taking the incarnation of
Jesus seriously. Behold the Spirit: The Necessity of Mystical Religionby Alan WattsBook
ReactionInitial Question(s):Can I discover what has my father found so influential about this
book that he keeps coming back to it? What might I relate to as I read?---Behold the Spirit was
an invigorating, thought provoking read about taking the incarnation of Jesus seriously. Taking
the incarnation seriously means, as I paraphrase Watts, to see that union with God has already
been established in creation - God has taken this first and permanent step in love. Humanity's
goal or life purpose then is to become awakened to this already-present grace of God's
presence and love.The tenor of the book (and what I resonated with and believe my father might
resonate with also) is that the institutional state of Christianity is more often focused on
propagating or preserving itself than living into this reality - as in: the goal is to grow church
membership and increase congregational activity, but little time and energy is spent on living into
the present reality of God's unifying love which is already present, un-earned; it's a love that is
longing for us to wake up to it so we can more and more fully live with God in the here and
now.Behold the Spirit weaves in an out of other mind-filling questions and ideas, as well as
projections that Christians might look to Eastern culture and see there a capacity for living in the
here and now in a way that the incarnation suggests.Do I agree? Yes - I think what we see in
Jesus as we read the Gospels is much of the time not very "Western" (however hard that is for
us Westerners to hear). Many of Jesus' rhythms are something we'd find more akin to today's
Eastern cultures (generally) - which means I think we in the West should approach Jesus in the
Gospels first and from that, ask ourselves, "How can we step into this life of salvation and who or
what can help us practice that way?"My greatest "take away" from the book: The "mystical" life is
not the crazy or esoteric fanaticism many imagine but rather an awakened ("whoever has eyes to
see"), un-earned, received grace to live with and within God in the present moment - and to see
that such a moment is the chief purpose of life; it is quite simply coming to see that the Kingdom
of God is truly already present - God is here: Live.”

Ross James Browne, “One of His Best!. _Behold The Spirit_ is one of the most clearly written,
profound, and enlightening books on theology I have ever read. This book represents the ideal
combination of profundity and readability - never again will you say that a book must be difficult
to read just because it deals with extremely complex and deep subject matter. Like most of Alan
Watts' books, _Behold the Spirit_ is an absolute pleasure to read, yet competently deals with
universal metaphysical questions which have troubled man for many centuries. For instance,
Alan Watts talks at length about the problem of what God was doing before He created the
universe. Was He just sitting there alone? The answer can be found in the book.To me, this
type of theological question is quite fascinating. I appreciated the unorthodox and critical
approach Watts took in examining a wide range of theological and general metaphysical



issues. In other words, this is not an evangelical or fundamentalist Christian book; it is a critical
and sceptical examination of Christianity and man's belief in God. I highly recommend this work
to anyone, and if you only want to read one or two of Alan Watts' most important works, they
should be _Behold the Spirit_ and _Psychotherapy East and West_. These two works represent
the solid core of Alan Watts' philosophy. They are rigourous, profound, and comprehensive
psychological works which are also remarkably succinct, miserly, and readable. With Alan
Watts, you can obtain large amounts of elightenment in a short amount of time, with minimal
aggravation and headache.”

James, “One of the Very Best. Behold The Spirit, by Alan Watts, is one of the most powerful,
potentially life changing books that I have read. I can only reiterate what the other reviews have
said.Alan Watts died in 1973. He held degrees, including an M.A. in Theology and a D.D. He
was an ordained Episcopal Priest and has been involved with some of the best Universities in
the world, including a lectureship at Harvard. He also had extensive knowledge of Indian and
Chinese Philosophy and Zen Buddhism.This book was apparently written as his master's thesis
in 1947. The preface to the book was revised in 1971. Many mainstream theology students
have positive comments for the book, and somewhat negative comments for the preface. I read
the preface a dozen times.The book is organized in two parts. Part I covers The Epoch of the
Spirit; The Gift of Union; and The Realization of Union; Part II includes The Being of God; The
Heart of God; The Life of Action; and The Life of Completion.Understanding that the book was
written as a thesis helps a reader with the enjoyment of the book. Some material was included
for academic reasons.Many passages by Watts are so perceptive, so profound, and so relevant,
that you may end up thinking about them for several days. It is one of the few books on my
nightstand. I am very sorry I never had a chance to meet the author.Although this book was
written over 60 years ago, it is one of the most relevant books on mystical Christianity that can
be obtained. I highly recommend to all interested in the subject. One problem is, that after you
read it, the next book you read next will be a disappointment.”

Suze, “A very stimulating read. My grandson, who at 21 is travelling in the Far East on a journey
of personal exploration, recommended the writings of Alan Watts to me, who at 80 am also still
'finding my way', and this book is an excellent sign - post, leading on to further spiritual and
philosophical discoveries.”

Strum, “A Study In The Necessity of Mysticism in The Christian Churches. After reading this
book in my early twenties and then again in my seventh decade my respect for A. W. continues
to grow as does my love and respect for Christ. He was profoundly gifted and presents an
accurate and inspired case for mysticism in a church which had for centuries rejected it due to
an analysis of belief system that was too small to to be able to include it within the
congregations (it was deemed heresy). Yes, due to heartless immaturity of spiritual growth and



failure to accept a wider congregation such ones were kept outside. These quiet (usually) yet
meek and strong people of the congegation, most of whom don't venture into church buildings
much; those who have come to an understanding that can simply be referred to as mystical,
have a champion in Alan W. Watts.”

R. Jarvis, “My hero. Alan Watts as ever a straight talking man.An interesting book.Telling you
how to believe in god in in a way that is more natural than any churchman would have you
believe is right”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Magnífico. El mejor libro que he leido. Es de los libros mejor escritos
que he leído. Alan watts tiene una capacidad enorme para entender el concepto de Dios desde
todos ángulos.Es definitivamente un libro necesario para las generaciones futuras.”
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